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1. History and Introduction 

When investigating the effect of light quality in plant development, previous studies were mainly focused on single

species, and they generally did not directly compare findings with natural conditions. In the present study, we deliberately

investigated a suite of species from different functional plant types to determine if, and how, they react to the different

treatments. Through application of the same mean climatic conditions indoors, as in the initial field trial, we could better

assess which LED light conditions are generating the most natural-like plant performance. Our results showed clear

differences within and between the light treatments when compared to the field trial on most measured plant traits. The

effect sizes were highly species-specific, while effect directions were similar among species, with the clear exception of

SLA and root biomass production. As expected, light treatments with very extreme blue: red (B:R) ratios (6 and 62% B)

induced more extreme (‘unnatural’) values in most plant traits than treatments with a more balanced B:R ratio (25 and

35% B).

2. Light Quality Effects on Morphology

Studies that compared indoor with outdoor plant growth were previously often biased by a higher plant density in the

indoor condition . In our study, we deliberately kept the exact same plant densities between the field and the phytotron

trials to avoid any stand density bias on plant morphology. The effects of B light percentages on plant morphology have

been previously reported in several studies . In general, B light is sensed by the cryptochrome system,

where under high irradiances or high levels of B light, plants exhibit shorter and stunted growth (For example ). It

is also known that a total lack of B or R light negatively affects plant performance, including growth rate, height,

photosynthesis and several other parameters. For example, Hernandez et al.  found that tomato plants grew shorter

under either B or R light mixtures compared with only B or R light.

Previous studies have shown that under high levels of B light, there is an increase in the palisade cell area, which can

lead to an increase in leaf thickness (For example ). However, this B light-induced increase in leaf thickness does

not necessarily have to translate into a lower SLA . Dougher and Budgee  identified that the direction of the effect of

B light on SLA is very species dependent. Independent of the applied light quality, Poorter et al.  found that on average,

indoor experiments tend to produce plants with higher SLA compared to field grown plants, mainly due to higher

temperatures and lower light quantity in indoor facilities. In our study, which applied the average temperature and light

quantity as in the field trial, the SLA of most species was similar between plants growing in the phytotrons and in the field.

Under the different treatments stem, leaf, root, and total dry biomass largely followed the trend in plant height. The lower

biomass at high B% can thus be explained by a stronger inhibition of stem elongation by B light due to an increased

cryptochrome activity , exposing the plants to lower irradiance due to larger distances to the light source compared with

plants treated under a lower percentage of B light. In addition, the stunted growth of plants at high B% leads to an

increased self-shading of leaves and decrease in light interception, which has been proposed to result in negative

consequences for the whole plant productivity . Although the individual species reacted differently between phytotrons

and the field trial, on average, a significantly higher plant biomass within our phytotron treatments compared with the field

was found (except for the 62% B treatment). In contrast, Poorter et al.  reported lower biomass under indoor conditions

compared with field grown plants depending on species and functional group. Again, this apparent contradiction could be

explained by the fact that in contrast to other indoor experiments, we deliberately applied the same average temperatures

and light strength in the phytotrons as were measured in the field trial. Poorter et al.  demonstrated that indoor

experiments often use low levels of light, which might reduce plant biomass in comparison with outdoor-grown plants.
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While the effect of light quality on the aboveground organs was quite similar among species in the current study, the

direction of the effect on roots was clearly species dependent. With species such as Alnus and Ocimum exhibiting higher

root growth at very low and high B%, and species such as Raphanus and Ulmus showing increased root production at

intermediate B percentages (25 and 35% B). To date, scarce information is available on the effects of light quality on

belowground plant productivity. A previous study by Yorio et al.  reported that under 10% B mixed with 90% R light

there was a higher root production in Lactuca, Raphanus, and Spinacia, compared with plants grown under pure R light.

Nhut et al.  found that mixtures of B and R light stimulate the production of roots compared with pure R light in

strawberry plantlets. Independent of light quality, we found a significantly enhanced root production in the phytotron

treatments compared to the field grown plants, except for the 62% B treatment. As indicated by Poorter et al. , indoor

climatization might induce root zone conditions that differ markedly from field conditions, leading to altered root production

and consequently profoundly changed plant growth. As all plants in our experiment were regularly watered in both field

and phytotron treatments, we can exclude that the observed higher root productivity in the phytotrons results from

different water availability between indoor and field trials. However, pot soil temperature was not monitored, and it is

possible that it differed significantly between indoor and field conditions, partly due to the lack of infrared radiation from

the LED lamps.

3. Light Quality Effect on Leaf Pigmentation

The concentration of chlorophyll and carotenoids changed strongly with light quality in our study. Under natural sunlight,

cryptochrome activity is reduced at high radiation, thereby signalling strong light conditions in the plant. The same effect

can be achieved under experimental conditions by exposing plants to high percentages of B light . The high proportion

of B light in our 62% B treatment thus triggered the enhanced production of photosynthetic pigments despite the fact that

the other treatments with lower B% had the same PPFD. In fact, the low concentrations of Chl a and b in plants that have

been treated with low levels of B light or monochromatic R light in previous studies, have even led to photo-oxidative

stress in plants due to an increase of O  and H O  radicals that induce cellular damage . Barnes and Bugbee

 proposed that a minimum of 20−30 μmol m  s  of B light is necessary to reach natural-like growth and morphologies,

even if such a minimum requirement for B light appears to be highly species-specific . It is likely that due to all of our

light treatments including at least 6% of B light, we did not observe light quality related stress effects in our experiment.

However, we identify that even with over 30 μmol m  s  of B light (at 6% B), higher percentages of B can increase the

photosynthetic maximum capacity in several species, indicating that it is not just the quantity of B light, but also its

relationship with other wavebands in the spectrum. Interestingly, most species showed higher Chl a:b ratios in the

phytotrons compared to the field trial. This effect has been observed previously in indoor-grown plants , where it is

attributed to the lack of fluctuating light conditions in indoor facilities.

Like chlorophyll, the production of carotenoids was also significantly increased with 62% of B light compared to 6% B (and

35% B), yet only the 25% B and the 62% B treatments induced higher carotenoid concentrations than in the field trial.

Hogewoning et al.  reported an increase of carotenoids in cucumber plants when B was increased to 50% in the light

spectra. An increase of carotenoids has been shown to work as an accumulative protection mechanism correlating with

high light intensities or high B ratios. For example, the authors of  found that Fv/Fm of rapeseed leaves was reduced

under monochromatic B or R light treatments, compared with mixtures of B and R. They attributed this to a higher PS II

damage and linked the higher concentrations of carotenoids to a protection mechanism against oxygen radical formation.

This is in line with our Fv/Fm results, where lower percentages of B in the applied spectra induce small but significant

differences of the Fv/Fm values in almost all investigated species.

4. Light Quality Effects on Photosynthesis

When A  was measured under the same standardised light conditions (30% B and 70% R) in the current study, plants

under 63% B showed, on average, significantly higher A  compared to plants under 25% B and the field trial. This could

be partially explained by the increased chlorophyll concentrations in 63% B treated plants (see above). Previously, higher

A  have been linked to higher levels of stomatal conductance and nitrogen concentration, where the latter is correlated

to Rubisco, cytochrome, proteins and chlorophyll content . A higher A  has also been suggested to partially derive

from an instantaneous stimulation of photosynthesis (i.e., during the exposure to the light within the gas-exchange

chamber) due to the lack of adaptation to the standardised light condition . In our case, using 70% R in plants adapted

to 62% B may promote a higher A , meanwhile this may not be the case in plants adapted to lower percentages of B

light, and therefore higher percentages of R light. Kim et al.  have shown that in Pisum sativum about four days were
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necessary to reach full photosynthetic acclimation after a transition from a PSI to a PSII stimulating light environment and

vice versa. Similarly, Hogewoning et al.  showed in duckweed, that six days were needed to fully acclimate to different

light conditions, using the Chl a:b ratio as the control parameter.

In contrast to the measurements of standardised light, when measured under the respective in situ light conditions, A

was significantly lower at very low (6%) or very high (62%) B light conditions, despite the higher concentration of

chlorophyll at 62% B or small differences in SLA (Figure 1B). In a similar but more extreme experiment, several long-term

studies reported lower net photosynthesis or A  in plants raised under monochromatic B or R light . Hogewoning

et al. , also reported dysfunctional photosynthesis in cucumber plants, grown under pure R light and a dose response

curve in A  when the B% was increased up to 50% B, with no further increase of A  beyond 50% B. The increase of

A  with B percentages was associated with a reduction of the SLA, an increase of N and chlorophyll per leaf area, and

higher stomatal conductance under mixtures of B and R light compared with only B or R . Matsuda et al.  reported an

increase of A  in spinach plants exposed to a 1:1 B: R radiation compared with just B light, associated with increased

leaf N concentration. Shengxin et al.  showed that dark adapted Fv/Fm values were higher (as an indicator for less

photo-stress) under mixtures of B and R light compared with monochromatic B or R light.

The effects of treatments on photosynthesis were also visible in the quantum yield of the CO  fixation curve (α) of the

investigated species. Similar to A , a more natural level of B light may explain a higher efficiency when an ‘in situ’ light

was used for our gas-exchange measurements, with significantly higher values indoor than in the field trial. Similar results

have been reported at 15–30% B compared with 50% B . This effect may indicate the evolutionary adaption of species

to the natural sunlight spectrum, with higher quantum yield under a more natural B:R ratio (circa 33% of B in the sunlight

spectrum ). Other conditions with extreme levels of B or R light may require the adaptation to each light condition,

where CO  fixation may have a wavelength dependence related to absorption properties of the different pigments

involved. Terashima et al. , described three major causes for the wavelength dependency of the quantum yield:

absorption by photosynthetic carotenoids, absorption by non-photosynthetic pigments and an imbalanced excitation of the

two photosystems, where an imbalance in excitation will result in quantum yield losses . It has been shown that a

correct light stimulus, with light qualities matching the species-specific ratio of PSII and PSI, is key to high quantum

efficiency of photosynthesis . The light compensation point of photosynthesis (CP) was generally not affected by light

quality. Similar results have been observed in previous cases .

In the current study, the average dark respiration (DR) using the standardised light, independent of the species, was

relatively lower at 62% B compared with the other light treatments or the field trial. Atkin et al.  described in tobacco

that observed changes in DR were dependent on the previously applied irradiance (tested between 0 to 300 μmol photons

m  s ). An instantaneous stimulation of the photosystems in low light adapted plants due the stimulus of an intensity
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radiation burst was hypothesised. Although the total photon flux was the same between treatments in our study, similar

short time effects on DR might have occurred when plants were exposed to a high intensities and light spectrum that they

were not adapted to.
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